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LINMOD: LINEAR PERSPECTIVE CUES










scalar _, angular units
scalar v, angular units wrt observer reference
vector iX,r#), angular units specifying
midpoint LOS
o MODELING REQUIREMENTS




Xvi s = (_,v,X,_) = _f(_X) + _Vy
&
_f
Y =_ 6X +V6-vis ax_- -y
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TEXMOD: TEXTURAL FLOW-FIELD CURS
o PILOT'S VIEW DURING TF/rA
static dynamic
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SIMPLE TERRAIN CUEING: TASK DESCRIPTION
o TASK: Altitude regulation against vertical gust
o DYNAMICS:
Gust • First Order Dryden, BW = 12 rad/s
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T: "rEXrURE RT: R_AY |
TEXTURE
Roadway-only: (p,_) from roadway
(0,q) from horizon
Texture-only: (h,7) from textural flow
(0,q) from pseudo-horizon
Combined RT: (_,_,h,7,8,q)
O VISUAL CUE THRESHOLDS
(P'_)th & (O'q)th from acuity estimates
(h,7)t h from textural flow model
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_ Data mean +_ SD
(A,C) - Low Gain Display





PILOT MODEL PARAMETERSFROM DATA ANALYSIS
O DISPLAY VARIABLES
- ROADWAY-ONLY: FROM ROADWAY
FROM HORIZON




- COMB INED RT : (Be, Re, he, y, 8, g)
O ATTENTIONALLOCATION
70% ON HORIZON; 30% ON ROADWAY/TEXTURE
O VISUAL CUE THRESHOLDS
(Be, Be)tb & (O,q)th FROM ACUITY ESTIMATES
(he, Y)th FROM TEXMOD SIMULATIONS
e OBSERVATIONNOISE RATIO. -i8DB
I MOTOR PARAMETERS
- TIME CONSTANT:
- MOTOR NOISE :
0.2s--0.4s
-40DB-----50DB
• CENTRAL DELAY: 0,15s
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PILOT MODEL PARAMETER VALUES FROM DATA ANALYSIS
PARAMETER






PERCEIVED MOTOR NOISE, PMN
PROCESSING TIME DELAY _D





























































SCENE GENERATOR DELAYS: TASK DESCRIPTION
o TASK: FLY STRAIGHT & LEVEL AGAINST VERTICAL/LATERAL
GUSTS
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o DELAY FACTORS: 50, 100, 200, 400 msec
o VISUAL SCENE
o REFERENCE: RICCIO, CRESS, AND JOHNSON (87)
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SCENE GENERATOR DELAYS: MODEL ANALYSIS
o TASK OBJECTIVE
9
- Longitudinal subtask: minimize o h
2
- Lateral subtask: minimize (04/ + ko_)
0 DYNAMICS MODEL
- Linearized F16 6 DOF dynamics
Sea level, 400 kts, SAS-on
o DELAY MODEL






- Flow-field cues: rates of above
- Attention allocation set to optimize performance
- Thresholds set to zero
o NON-DISPLAY PILOT PARAMETERS
Fixed across conditions, except for increasing delay
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COCKPIT DISPLAY DESIGN: TASK DESCRIPTION
o TASK: LOW-LEVEL TERRAIN-FOLLOWING AT CONSTANT
HEADING
o DYNAMICS:
- Terrain" Second order matched terrain spectra
- Terrain-following guidance: Low order predictor







Law: 8fd - a + 7dr P




COCKPIT DISPLAY DESIGN: MODEL-BASED PROCEDURE
o CONDUCT PILOTED SIMULATION TO IDENTIFY BASELINE PILOT
PARAMETERS
o SWEEP THRU DIRECTOR GAINS TO IDENTIFY OPTIMUM CHOICE
o CONFIRM CHOICE WITH SIMULATION USING OPTIMIZED
DIRECTOR
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BASELINE PICTORIAL GUIDANCE DISPLAY
o DISPLAY FORMAT
o KEY FEATURES
- Perspective view of TP & DFP overlaid on artificial
horizon
- Artificial horizon gives attitude
DFP-centered tunnel gives vertical/lateralpath errors
- Tunnel dimensions indicate desired TF performance
- ADP gives high-gain TF error via indicator
- Path preview supports situational awareness
- Display integration minimizes attention-sharing
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OPERATOR PERFORMANCE SCORF,.S: VSD & PGD
,.-.,6o
GAI,W4A FLIGHT PICT. GUID.
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